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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

 

After collecting data, did research method and data 

analysis , then in this chapter will be shortly described 

about conclusions which are based on analysis and 

discussion of previous chapters. Besides, this study will 

also discuss about implementation and recommendation.  

5.1 Conclusion 

Marketing strategy of PT. Armada Tunasjaya is 

customer-based marketing. A principal reason is that the 

obligation from PT. Armada Tunasjaya’s management 

views that customer is the next process should be 

maintained and have a strong influence in spreading 

perception. Customer loyalty has a vital role in business 

development ahead for PT. Armada Tunasjaya.  
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PT. Armada Tunasjaya has implemented marketing 

strategy by re establishing HC3 as a supporting division. 

Customer based marketing becomes a basis for the whole 

management process of PT. Armada Tunasjaya by 

implementing dealer caring concept. In addition, programs 

to change human capital’s mindset have been done 

regularly through in house training, internal contest and 

external contest. 

The people who implement the strategy are team of 

marketing, such as Branch Head, supervisor and 

salesman. Trainers held several trainings to create 

internal changing.  

As a result, this strategy has an impact toward 

selling diagram. After implementing the program, there is 

an increase about 8% - 20% per month.  
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5.2 Implication 

PT. Armada Tunasjaya set the strategy based on the 

understanding of customers’ characteristics changing. It is 

stated that there is a new paradigm caused by customers’ 

changing behavior which is customers are willing to be 

humanized and personal touch is involved in delivering 

service (Marketing, February 2013, p. 50-p.51).  

As explained above, era and customers characters 

have change, thus, many and different ways are applied to 

create customer loyalty as a part of setting marketing 

strategy. For sure, winning the competition. For becoming 

market leader, it must be a particular strategy to boost 

selling. As PT. Armada Tunasjaya be proactive rather than 

only waiting and is truly realized that selling cannot by 

feeling. It should be designed; the design means marketing 

strategy based on customer management.  

Whereas, customer management should be based 

on data. The data  is customer data base which functions 
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for mapping customers. Mapping customers itself useful 

for comprehending who PT. Armada Tunasjaya’s 

customers are. By doing classification through place or 

area, age, income, gender and profession, team of 

marketing will be more effective in setting programs or 

doing promotion. So,mapping customers becomes a 

concern before holding a marketing program or promotion. 

For examples, outdoor event, showroom event, exhibition 

or canvassing program.  

As a conclusion, customer loyalty at PT. Armada 

Tunasjaya truly exists and significance. It is shown by the 

implementation done by the team and that there is 

customer satisfaction which drives into repeat purchase 

and willingness for doing recommendation. And, it 

functions as a main strategy, called customer based 

marketing.  

 

 


